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POUNDLAND/99P STORES MERGER INQUIRY 

Summary of telephone call with Pepkor UK Limited on 16 July 2015 

1. PEP&CO was a new clothing value retailer launched by Pepkor UK Limited 

(Pepkor), the UK subsidiary of South African retail group Pepkor Holdings 

(Proprietary) Limited. PEP&CO did not consider itself to be a competitor of 

either Poundland or 99p Stores. PEP&CO expected to open 50 stores in 50 

days, starting from July 2015. Stores sizes would range between 3,000 and 

6,000 ft2, with an average size of 3,500 ft2. The stores would be spread 

broadly across the UK. After the first phase of store roll-out, Pepkor would 

assess how the business was performing, and if it was successful, it would 

enter a second phase of store openings in 2016. The pace of expansion 

would be driven by availability, but with an ambition to [] operate eventually 

at 500 to 800 locations in the UK. It considered that in the UK, out of the 1,500 

to 2,000 possible retail locations, around 800 to 1,000 were suitable for 

discounters, the others being either too small or at the prime end of the 

market and therefore not appropriate. Pepkor noted that Iceland had around 

800 stores, while Sainsbury’s and Tesco had well above 1,000 stores. This 

was owing to the fact that these retailers operated in large urban 

environments. 

2. Pepkor considered that 50 stores were necessary in order to achieve buying 

volumes necessary to achieve its target price point. A London based property 

agent identified 350 locations, from which Pepkor secured 50 suitable 

locations. Although it could not always agree mutually acceptable terms with 

landlords, it considered that there were plenty of opportunities and stores 

available. As it was a new entrant (as opposed to a mature business), and 

achieving scale rapidly was a priority, it was more flexible regarding locations. 

3. Similarly to other discount retailers, Pepkor had typically opened its stores in 

what would be described as secondary towns, rather than prime locations, its 

first store opening in Kettering. 

4. In order to open the stores initial conversations started in late October 2014 

and work really kicked off in January. The entire process to the time of 

opening had taken around six to nine months. There would be a phased 

opening of stores between July and the start of September. The total cost of 

opening a store from identifying it and opening was estimated to be in the 

region of £100,000 to £150,000. 
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5. Pepkor considered that its business barriers to entry were very low. Its stores 

were typically located in shopping centres, where landlords were able to offer 

temporary leases and flexible turnover only rents. 

6. Pepkor noted that over the past five to seven years the UK had gone through 

a lot of changes which had had an impact on the availability of stores: this 

included the recession which had deflated the levels of store rents and the 

failure of large retailers such as Woolworths. As the economy was now 

improving the negotiation power of landlords might improve. 

7. Pepkor used a third party logistics partner, an approach that was enabling it to 

operate nationally. If logistics were conducted in house it was more likely that 

the business would cluster. It had a warehouse that was owned and run by 

the third party. Third party logistics experts were used by a number of retail 

businesses and would not be specific to its model only. 


